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Plover River dry-out could be good thing
Maybe last summer's dry-out of the Little

Plover River was a good thing. Not for the fish
that died, but for the trout streams of Wisconsin.

Since nothing seems to get done unless there's a
crisis, you have to be grateful for catastrophes.
Remember when the Cuyahoga River in Ohio
caught fire? Actually it was an oil slick and other
wastes that burned, but in any event it energized
the clean water movement.

Then there was Perrier, which deserves a lot of
credit for the passage of Wisconsin's first real
ground water law a few years ago. Perrier galva
nized support for ground water protection when it
proposed building a water bottling plant south of
here at the headwaters of the Mecan River, a fine
brown trout stream.

For years a ground water law had been talked
about, but only a few lonely voices were raised in
support of it, and industry, agriculture and munic
ipalities mostly balked. That changed when Perri
er announced its plans. After that, just about
everyone got on board and a law was enacted. It
wasn"t a very powerful law, but it was passed
with the LU1derstanding that it would be strength-

I

ened later, if need be.
That time is now, thanks to the Little Plover and

its notorious dry-out. Not only did trout die, but
so did the beliefthat we have an unlimited supply
of ground water in Wisconsin. Yes, there's a lot of
water down there and it is used beneficially by
agriculture, municipalities and industry, but
there's a limit, as there is to all resources.

So maybe it was a good thing that the Little
Plover was pumped dry by village and irrigation
wells (with considerable help from drought, of
course.) What happened to this fine little stream
was indeed a crisis.

It's not as though we had no warning. In 1970
the Department of Natural Resources published a
booklet called "Water on the Land," which said
that if irrigation had been as heavy in 1958, a
drought year, as it was in 1967, some central Wis
consin trout streams would have gone dry. And
that was before municipal pumping was a factor.
In the years following, others made similar obser
vations. George Kraft of the University of Wis
consin-Stevens Point (UW-SP) even pin-pointed
the fate of the Little Plover down to the year, and

got no applause at the time.
So we've had our crisis. Now's the time for leg

islators, the Department ofNatural Resources and
all interest groups to devise ways to apportion
water fairly - and leave enough for fish and
wildlife.

If they don't, the courts might. The Public trust
Doctrine says the state holds waters in trust for
the benefit of the public. Stephen Born, a UW
Madison professor with extensive experience in
water management, has written that in Wisconsin
the doctrine was originally intended to protect
commercial navigation, but has been extended
over the years to cover recreational navigation,
hunting, fishing and scenic beauty.

At first glance it might be hard to relate ground
water to navigation, but when the Little Plover
dried up it wasn't navigable by so much as a
canoe.

Given the obvious relationship between ground
water and surface water, it's not too much of a
stretch to conclude that if the Legislature doesn't
strengthen the law it'll wind up in court.

- George Rogers


